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The RED CROSS is at his side
and the Red Cross,: YOU!
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Red Cross Has Big Job
The people of Princeton, together with
their millions of fellow Americans who contribute to the 1944 Red Cross War Fund,
can take justifiable pride in the efficient
manner the Red Cross is performing its unprecedented war job.
With U. S. troops scattered all over the
world, the Red Cross operates on a global
scale. Keeping pace with the gizantic expansion of the Army and Navy is a task of
no small magnitude, yet from all reports
the Red Gross is meeting and discharging
its wartime responsibilities with credit to
itself and great benefit to the armed forces.
Red Cross field directors live with the
troops and stay with them when they go into
battle. They brave enemy fire to bring Red
Cross services right up to the front lines.
In the tented evacuation hospitals where the
wounded are first brought, cheerful Red
Cross girls serve cigarettes, soap, towels,
razors and other personal things a soldier is
likely to leave behind on a battle field.
Morever, they write letters for bed-ridden
patients to relieve the anxiety of the home
folks. Red Cross clubs in leave areas, usually in the big cities, surround the soldier
with home comforts and an American atmosphere, and thereby keep him off the
streets. Nor are the boys in the mudholes
neglected; no matter how remote their
outposts, clubmobiles operated by Red Cross
"doughgirls" bring them doughnuts and
coffee, as well as movies, phonograph music,
magazines and newspapers. Airmen to and
from bombing missions receive particular
attention.
Inevitably there are hardships connected
with this type of service; yet the Red Cross
people in the field work 12 to 18 hours without complaint. They get real satisfaction out
of serving the troops. And the Army, from
General Eisenhower down to the humblest
G. I., is full of gratitude to the Red Cross
and to the folks back home whose contributions make these services possible.

Warning Or Threat?
Some Kentucky newspapers, adding to
misconception of the facts spread widely by
representatives of TVA, are printing news
items and editorials declaring that, as
amended by the State Senate, the Moss bill
will prevent cities and towns getting cheap
electric power. They call this "a warning".
This is not the case as the bill now provides that any city or town may build its
own plant .. . even a competitive plant, if
the Kentucky Public Service Commission
grants permission.
Newspapers making the statement that
Kentucky cities and towns will be unable
to buy the TVA power would seem to be in
the position of saying the Public Service
Commission is composed of men who will
side with the utilities and against the
people of our cities and towns to prevent
construction of competitive plants. Perhaps
the inference goes even further.
The Public Service Commission exists to
see that the consumer is not cheated in
the matter of utility rates. Obviously, if
TVA power comes cheaper and there is
sound reason for a city or a town to build
its own electric plant, members of the commission would grant, indeed it would be
forced to grant, the necessary permission.
Barkley's Break—An Omen
Now that Senator Barkley has gone back
to work as majority leader of the Senate
and much of the furore engendered by his
sensational show-down with the President
has subsided, there is real opportunity for
unity in Washington through better cooperation of Congress and the Executive.
This is a fine thing, devoutly to be hoped
for.
For months it has appeared that Mr.
Roosevelt was headed in the same direction
Woodrow Wilson went in 1918-19, down a
road which led to the other war President's
untimely death, a heart-broken man . . .
and which brought the Nation out of a
shattering experience with a half-won peace
which fostered the present conflict as surely as night followt day.
The Senate still has sole authority to
make peace and the Senate, in the mood reflected by Mr. Barkley's revolt, would likely
make no terms calculated to produce a lasting peace after this war.
President Roosevelt, like Mr. Wilson, is a
great world leader. He doubtless knows more
answers to the world's present problems
than any Man now living, with the possible
exception of Winston Churchill. And therein lies reason for jealousies on the part of
senators who, like George, of Georgia, consider that the Legislative branch, closer to
the people and empowered lAr the Constitution, should make the laws governing conduct of the war, lend-least, commitments to
foreign governments . . . and the peace,
without any "dictation" from the President

By Ned Nordness
Associated Press Features
Washington.—If it is any consolation, the Japs do not wave the big
stick in Burma. Time, distance, climatic and terrain difficulties do.
There has been much talk over the
opening of a huge drive in Burma.
Montbatten, dashing
When Lord
young amphibious and commando
expert, was given the southeast Asia
command, observers leaned back and
said: "Now it comes." But it didn't.

and sans a lot of government by executive
order.
Mr. Roosevelt should realize now, in fact
we think he is far too smart not to appreciate fully, how far apart he and Congress
have been. Whether they become closer in
the business of working out the vast war
and post-war problems would seem now
largely up to the President.
In the light of the mistakes made by
Woodrow Wilson, greatest Democratic
President of modern time before Roosevelt,
it is to be hoped the lessons of last week
will be learned speedily and well both by
the Senators who owe loyalty to the Commander-in-Chief in this crucial year of our
national life, and by Mr. Roosevelt . . .
whose great place in history depends so
largely upon how he leads in completing the
job a winning the war and the peace.
If Senator Barkley, by his revolt, showed
Mr. Roosevelt what was brewing in the
Senate a little earlier in the action than
Mr. Wilson learned the same thing by bitter experience, the result should be profitable for the President and, infinitely more
so, for the Nation and the world.
111
In The Show Business
Those who depend upon the radio for
their news and general information might
do well to ponder these words appearing in
a featured article in a recent Sunday issue
of the Courier-Journal, by that newspaper's
Washington correspondent, Robert Riggs:
"Wisecracking radio commentators, who 'realize they are in the
show business rather than engaged
in the dissemination of information .. ."
The fact pointed out by the Washington
newsman, plus sugar-voiced repetitions of
advertising about patent medicine, soap,
breakfast foods and cosmetics caused Fred
Allen to say radio is 100 percent "butterfly's
cough", going in one ear and out the other.

Other Editors Say:
A Challenge To Rural Educators
• A sharp, challenging note rings through
a recent statement by Howard Y. McClusky,
professor of educational psychology at the
University of Michigan, but directed only
in part at those who head Kentucky schools.
He demands for farm youth opportunities
for mingling in social gatherings, a free interchange of opinions, and a closer cooperation between adults and youth.
These things and more are being done in
this State. Not that we have gone far
enough. We have made little more than a
start. Not being familiar with conditions in
Micigan we can speak ogly for Kentucky.
Our county high schools have equipment
selected for its adaption to rural problems.
Boys and girls in Kentucky's county hi.411
schools participate in the discussions of better home making and a more profitable
farming. To suggest courses in agriculture
and home building, or rather preparation
for home building, is to suggest something
that was made a part of the Kentucky
school system many years ago. .
We are not guilty to the extent the Michigan professor charges in his indictment of
dereliction in general. We are moving ahead.
We must keep moving in that direction. New
and pressing problems will be presented
after the war.
Young men who leave Kentucky farms
will visit with young men from other states.
This will be mutually helpful. Our young
men will come back home with new ideas
and plans. Their parents will be asked to
help put them into effect, and with a wider
vision and a sense of mutual helpfulness,
Kentucky rural life will take on new vigor.
Rural youth is in partnership now in
Kentucky. To strengthen that partnership
will be one of the demands farmers will
hear after the war. There must be such a
cooperative spirit cultivated that no mass
migration from Kentucky farms will be
feared.—(Owensboro Messenger).
The circle is divided into 360 degrees because the Egyptians once thought the year
had 360 days.
The oldest recorded date in the Western
Hemisphere is said to be 291 B.C., inscribed
in Mayan on a stone in Southern Mexico.
Piraeus, port of ancient and modern
Athens, was blitzed by Sulla, Roman general, in 86 B.C., and not rebuilt for 1,900
11111
In the Russian winter a wounded soldier,
if lying in the open, will die of frost in ten
minutes to half an hour.
Invention of the zero by an ancient Hindu
is considered one of the greatest advances
in mathematics.
111
Chinese literature of 3,000 years ago men-

tioned bananas.

Pennyrile PostscriptsB,G.m.p.
High pressure salesmen
I would formerly shun,
But Bocty—bless
A favor has done.
He sold me four tires
In November, '41.
Princeton merchants were rained
out on two of their three Dollar
Days, February 25 and 28, but stores
reported unusually good business
McConnell
notwithstanding. Tom
says he suffered more than any of
the merchants from the kind of
weather we had Friday and Monday.
Alton Templeton is back after a
pre-induction examination at Evansville and a further going-over at
the Camp Breckenridge hospital. Alton's papers read "Disqualified" but
stated no reason, so the draft board
sent 'ern back, for proper certification.
Robert Offut, K. U. employe, has
just received a copy of Stars and
Stripes, daily newspaper printed for
U S. Army personnel in Italy. It
was published in the plant of a
Naples newspaper . . . which must
have the world's worst equipment.
Prominent in the paper was a picture of a long bridge the Engineers
had built speedily, winning praise
from Gen. Mark Clark. The copy
came from Offutt's brother, Sgt.
John P., a member of the U. S. Engineers Corps.
11111
A Den Mother of one of Princeton
new Cub units is going to St. Louis
pretty soon, where she will buy
16 Cub suits. The small boys have
worked at odd jobs to get the money
for these pre-Scout uniforms, first
important step in training future
useful leaders for the community.
A copy of the British Edition of
Yank, the Army Weekly lies on my
desk. It is more than half pictures,
not all war scenes, by any means.
Among the best illustrations is that
of Sgt. John P. Perry, Williamsburg,
Ky., holding a (black) Panama baby.
And a full-page shot of Ann Miller
is very nifty too!
Yank is now printed by the millions, in nine different editions; has
circulation on every front and entirely around the world. It is a

great improvement upon Stars &
Stripes, AEF newspaper of World
War 1.
A federal judge in Cincinnati has
ruled that newspaper reporters are
not members of a learned profession.
Qn the contrary, he says, they are
merely workers entitled to earn a
fair living.—Brubaker in The New
Yorker.
ilk
Virginia, the librarian at a midwest paper, is from much farther
south than Virginia, and we hope
her southenah's tempah won't fly
off the handle in mentioning this, because we want strictly to show that
a southenah, suh, is a southenah.
A gent phoned the paper asking
her for the names of the permanent
(four star) generals in the history of
the U. S. Army. Virginia complied
with Grant, Sherman, Sheridan and
Pershing.
"Hey," the gent yapped, "How
about Robert E. Lee? Wasn't he a
general?"
"He sutterily was," flamed Virginia,
"But he was not in the United States
Army. He was in OUAH Ahrny."—
(Editor & Publisher).
This column is glad to report that
Virginia McCaslin is not leaving the
Service Insurance Agency for parts
unknown, or otherwise.
This is the story of a local Republican's visit to Frankfort to secure a
job for his son in the highway department. He was told he would have
to see Hon. So-and-So; but that he
would have to call later. That, of
course, was the old familiar runaround. "I'll do no such thing," was
the answer. "And I'll See So-and-So
right now," he added. Well, he did.
Following the usual preliminaries, he
• was finally asked: "What experience
has your son had in state highway
work?" And the answer was a sizzler. "A lot of Republicans have been
born and have died since the Republicans were in power in the
highway department. You know he
has not had the chance to have a
dam bit of experience there." After
a laugh all around Hon. Sam J.
Patrick landed that job. He was too
much of an old hand at the game to
be sidetracked.—(Glasgow Times).

LITERARY GUIDEPOST

YOU AND YOUR CONGRESS
Volta Torrey's "You and Your
Congress" is a manual for the
amateur politician, written by a
man who has really gone into the
matter. As nearly as I can say, its
basis is that this country is governed through politics, and that it is
our fault if it isn't goveened better.
This might be the springboard
for a long, high-flown paper composed mostly of generalities—it certainly has been in the case of a
great many books on political science.
But Mr. Torrey reverses the usual
course, which is to argue from the
general back to the particular, and
as little of the particular as possible.
He begins with the detail and the
people of government, and shows
In the most practical manner how
faulty understanding and laziness
produce the results that often horrify the good citizen. The author of
this curious treatise is a long time
student of American polities In the
best possible school—to wit, the
American newspaper.
Mr. Torrey begins by showing how
easy It is to destroy your influence
as a citizen. At least a dozen forces

can operate against you, among
them the neat system of gerrymandering under which a dodo can be
kept in Congress indefinitely. The
poll tax operates to reduce the voting population, making it possible,
in Mr. Torrey's opinion, for a minority to select representatives for the
majority. Proper use of a third party
or an "independent" candidate can
defeat a man whom the majority
want, and the variation in population can give a voter in Nevada a
hundred times the influence another
voter just as good can muster in
New York.
But the really fascinating part of
"You and Your Congress" comes
later, when Mr. Torrey gets down
to the business of showing how its
members got there, Why they act as
they do, and what the general public can do to get rid of some of
them, short of the guillotine, Mill
illegal in these parts. I have not
se...n more intelligent research in a
long while—Mr. Torrey is peculiarly
fair even to people he obviously feels
no sympthy for, such as Dewey
Short and Hamilton Fish.

Why?
Simply because the Burma command needs more of everything that
is necessary to carry on a full scale
drive with a minimum loss of lives.
Simply because the Burman command needs more of everything that
is necessary to carry on a full scale
drive with a minimum loss of lives.
American and British military observers in Washington say more
merchant shipping and warships,
planes, many more assault boats,
big weapons, adequate communications and other supplies arc needed.
They agree Burma hasn't the
goods and probably won't have them
until after the invasion of western
Europe.
These same observers point out
that the southeast Asia command is
a part of the combined Allied
strategy and that Allied strategy
now is aimed at hitting Hitler and
backing the Japs into their own
corners.
Too, with the exception of'China,
the Burma theater is our farthermost
outpost, and with the shortage of
merchant tonnage, it is difficult to
ship much equipment that distance.
The Allies do' have the manpower.
In India is an army of 2,000,000 reinforced by Americans, British and
Chinese forces. At this time, manpower is not considered expendable.
All that is needed to carry out
the immense task of a drive must
be at hand, for once full scale operations are effected, climatic and terrain obstacles of the most difficult
nature will be met.
It rains in Burma from mid-April

until October. This is the 1.
season when the clouds leak the,
four inches a day.
When the rain stops ther,•
most impenetrable jungles,
mountains, marshes and swarnea,1
roads and not many ,more trails. 7
very nature of the country dem,:
heavy supplies and extensive eo,
ment.
Yet there are definite reasons ,
a full scale drive on Burma..
Allies want to occupy as many j
troops as possible. They desire
direct tieup with Chinese forces.
Burma road must be retaken to
supplies to China. Also, the AI,
wish to sever Jap lines to Ma
and southward and in general p
the enemy back elsewhere.
Yet there are definite reasons h
full scale drive on Burma. The
want to occupy as many Jap tr,
as possible. They desire a direct
up with Chinese forces. The 9,
road must be retaken to got sup?'
t3 China. Also, the Allies wish
sever Jap lines to Malaya and
ward and in general push the
back elsewhere.
This is being done today in h
small scale operations. Thor,
stiff fighting for the port
where airfields are locate.i a.
would be of value in subsequent
erations.
In northern Burma, Amee
trained Chinese troops fight to
tect the Ledo road, built as a '
ed sutistitute of the Burma ro
link India with Burma.
Air operations are fairly exten
having increased the last few mon
They run on a daily schedule
bomb Japanese railroads, bri
river shipping in the Irawaddy
Icy, and to blast Jap conccntra
and industries at Bangkok and
ping on the southeast China coa
Today's operations are note
feelers probing the enemy and
jog him on the jump. Tomo
drive will be a viselike cli,
which the Allied command e
will squeeze the Japs right
onto their own tight, little is
home.

WASHINGTON IN WARTIME

NOW THE LADIES GO TO BLAZES
By Jack Stinnett
Washington.—In these days when
women are getting so much credit for
doing men's jobs, the Forest Service
would like it known that 16 percent
of its lookout personnel last year and
maybe anything up to 40 percent
this year will be women.
They are fire-watchers and firefighters and some of them have
proved that they can match any
man in blazing a trail up untrodden peaks, but so far as I know,
nobody has given them a name like
WACs, WAVES, etc.
Their boss here is Perry A. "Pat"
Thompson, chief of the Forest Service division of fire control, and he
is proud as all get-out about the
way these strictly outdoor girls have
performed.
Last year, there were more than
500 girls in the lookout service. This
year there may be more than twice
that number (the peak of fire lookout employment doesn't come until
the dry summer season) and there
isn't even a hint in the reports that
the girls haven't proved just as effective at keeping forest fires under
control as the men who now are
gone to the wars.
I know of no better way of explaining what these women are doing
than introducing you to a few of
them.
There is, for instance, Edith Bedal,
who is a forest guard in the Mount
Baker National Forest above the
Sauk River Valley in Washington.
Her boss out there reports that
Edith is the daughter of a FrenchCanadian trapper and an Indian
mother, who has known the ways

of the woods from infer:
gives her a head start ori
her city cousins who are doing
same type of work, but Miss Be
no great exception.
Last year was her second year
the Forest Service, and in
to manning a lookout (witl
she runs a string of six '}
(if you are that interest
the library, and try to figui
you would throw a dian.
on just one pack horse 8!
the trail before sun-up);
fire crews; and on occ
single-handedly subdued
once out of hand might has
thousands of acres.
Dora Hunt and Maxine
were the two young wome:
to the Norse Peak loolcoi,•
White River area, also in W
They had to learn map
weather reporting, the use of
finding instruments, and elem
fire-fighting before their jobs
cleared. Then up a threewhere only pack horses coe
a glass-walled house, with
mountain ranges, green
snowcapped peaks for
they settle down to a sum:
few city-bred girls experienc
July 11, their little lookout
rocked by an icy mountain -top
zard.
In none of the areas listed
there any serious fires last su
but all the "alerts" were h
so promptly there couldn't well
been.
The forest service has reason
proud' of its lookoutettes.

HOLLYWOOD

$3,000,000 DRAPES THE ROBE
By Bobbin Coons
Associated Press Features
Hollywood. — To judge by the
swarms of people who are buying
and reading "The Robe," quite a few
of you will be interested in how the
screen version is getting along.
Well, it's getting along, though
it's be late summer or autumn before Frank Ross, the young producer,
puts Lloyd C. Douglas' novel of
Christianity's beginnings before the
camera. For six months now, he has
been doing the "treatment" and
screenplay, the latter with Gina
Gina Kauai, Austrian-born novelist
and biographer, and things are shaping up nicely.
"But everything has to be just
right," says Ross, Who is sincere and
earnest. "In all my life I never expect again to have a property like
this to film, and I feel a great responsibility about it."
Ross heard about "The Robe"
when it 'W83 half-finished and went
immediately to see the author. Douglas was impressed enough by his
ideas for filming it that he insisted
the movie rights go to Ross for
$100,000. ECM since has had offers
of four times as much, and no wonder. For 10 months "The Robe" led
the best-sellers, and now is selling
some 65,000 copies a month.

'The robe" will be filmed in
Mervyn LeRoy directing with
000,000 budget. Part of it m
made in Mexico, the extra sh
here being what it is and
crowds being required, but
hasn't decided about that ye
also hasn't decided whether
for a cast of stars, or to use
parative unknowns, though he
the latter because he believes
enhanced credibility of "The
of Bernadette."
Ross is a one-time hoe
who first came into pictures
actor. "I was paid by Paramee
a while, but never acted in
for which I'm glad. I w
east to build more homes.
had married Jean Arthur de
stay here in 1931, and his Nv
the east was fine while Jea
working on Broadway. "Then
urea took her west again," he
"and I couldn't ask her to give
up and be just a home body,
came west to build houses her
Milton Bren, then a produce
auaded him to try films behi
camera, and the two of the
traduced John Steinbsek to ;
with "Of Mice and
R;
his produced "The Devil at
Jones" and "A
Lady T
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

a. r. Graham

iana's and some other Ex
lent stations recently have
applying fertilizer at thc
in plowing
no of the furrow
Indiana experiments cornbroacasting fertilizer in the
application was conthan broadcastbetter
ably
ed plowing under in both
year of 1941 and the wet
of 1942. Broadcasting and
els under was better than
casting after plowing and
g in. The fertilizer applis were he5vy-40-80 pounds
cre each of nitrogen, phosacid, and potash (Equivalent
• WO pounds of 6-6-6 cornfertilizer.
tailed results of these exeat can not be given in
column. We are not recoming that furrow applications
ade for all types of crops,
nder all conditions. The rein these experiments are
y of thought and study.
monium nitrate is a new
t with approximately 33
nt available nitrogen. It can
urchased for approximately
nts a pound of available
gen which is much cheaper
other forms of nitrogen
izer we have been using.
applying nitrogen to small
crops as a top dressing,
e grown, on land not too
supplied with nitrogen, exeats would indicate that
Mt 2 to 3 pounds of nitroapplied, one bushel increase
am is expected. (Heavy aptions will cause lodging).
believe that most of our
grain fields would be
ly improved by an applicaof 50 pounds of ammonium
te an acre, and that such
cations should bring about
rease in yield of 6 to 8
els an acre.
: This is a lousy time of
Lice on cattle slow up milk
uction and weight gains.
ordinary garden variety of
ne.powder that is specific
bean beetles. Dust on afparts and repeat in 12 to
ays.
ha: These are a source of
annoyance to cattle and
shrinkage in milk product-

Records kept at the Kentucky
Experiment Station over many
years eestablieh the potato-planting date as between March 15
and April 10, for Lexington's
latitude. Planted before, they
sometimes came to grief through
freezes, and, planted after, they
often failed to make a full crop
because the rains quit or because
the soil became too warm.
There is no paticular virtue in
ishing the season, any time, and
particularly not this year, when
every ounceo of effort and every
cent's worth of seed and fertilizer
should be expended wisely, to
avert even a half-failure.
Ideal potato land is deep sandy loam, but gardeners generally
must do with what they have,
which is often tight clay whose
nature is to run together and
bake. Such soils can be made to
produce fine potatoes, given time.
But time is pressing; it is this
year's potatoes on land as it is,
that concerns us. But much may
be done, even now.
As potatoes are more than 90
percent water, and as it does not
rain just when and as the crop
needs moisture, the soil must be
made spongy by adding plant
fiber to rot.
The most obvious material is,
of course, stable manure, and
scarce as it is, some may be
found now. If it is horse manure,
it should preferably be partly
rotted to avoid danger from scab,

r

BARKLEY CONGRATULATED BY DAUGHTERS—Smiling Sen. Alben Barkley (D-Ky) receives
the congratulations of his two daughters and his secretary after his reelection as maiority leader
in the senate. They are (left to right): Mrs. Max Truex. Mrs. Douglas MacArthur, whose husband
is a nephew of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, daughters of Barkley, and Mrs. Flo Bratten, Barkley's
secretary. (AP Wirephoto).

News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

4-H'er Tops Market
Billy Cozine, 13, 4-H club boy
of Nelson county, topped the
Bloomfield market one day when
he sold 616 pounds of tobacco,
grown on three-tenths of an
acre, for $55.60 a hundred pounds.
He invested the money in war
bonds.

Princeton, March 20, 1906— examination of teachers at the
Mrs. T. J. Landrum and Miss city graded school building toKatie Mae have returned home day and tomorrow.
• • •
from an extended visit to St.
Louis and Parsons, Kansas. Miss
Princeton, May 25, 1906—Grace
Katie Mae, while absent, accom- Cantrell, one of the popular I. C.
panied her father, Col. Tom firemen, is at home on a "lay
Landrum, to Cuba, where he
of a very painwent to recuperate from an at- off", on account
ful accident, caused by a large
tack of typhoid fever.
• • •
lump of coal mashing his left
.1 Princeton, March 20, 1906— hand one day last week.
• • •
Mrs. Grace Brown has returned
home after an extended visit in -1 Princeton, June 19, 1906—Mrs.
the East at Pittsburg and New Z. J. Fairchild, and daughter,
York, in which latter city she Miss Mildred, of Evansville, are
was the guest of her sister, Mrs. pleasant guests of John Davis
and family.
Lillie Campbell.
• • •
• • •
Princeton, April 17, 1906—Hon. Princeton, July 3, 1906—George
J. H. Hollingsworth was in the G. Harrelson, of Campbell, Mo.,
city yesterday. He has been ex- arrived yesterday morning for a
periencing a great deal of visit of several days to his partrouble lately from the effects ents and friends in the city.' He
of an old wound, received during reports that he and his partner,
B. F. Wallace, are doing a right
the civil war.
• • •
nice law practice.
• • •
Princeton, May 18, 1906—Dr.
Louard Cash, who has just com- 4 Princeton, July 10, 1906—Matt
pleted his third year study of Smith, one of our clever young
medicine at Louisville, returned men, who is now "on the road"
home last night. Being a mem- for a St. Louis shoe house, was
ber of the county board of ex- in the city Saturday and SunTO BRING A
aminers, is now looking after the day as a guest of his sister, Mrs.
Shelley Eldred, and other relaion, loss in weight and damage tives of the city and county.
• • •
hides. To control dust on backs
of animals one part Derris powPrinceton, July 20, 1906—Miss
der (4.5 percent rotenone) and Sula Nall has returned from an
four parts of Pyrophyllite.
extended and pleasant visit at
Liberty, Houston, Galveston and
th your garments left
How To Hold
other Texas towns. She reports
for cleaning.
her brother, Frank, who is loFALSE TEETH
II tits manner, you will get
More Firmly In Place cated at Liberty, as being well
,
along nicely.
''IRE HANGER back with
Do your false teeth annoy and and getting •
• •
r garments, and protect
embarrass by slipping, dropping
Princeton, July 27, 1906—Born
r cleaning from wrinkling.
or wabbling when you eat, laugh
or talk? Just sprinkle a little to Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jacob,
FASTEETH on your plates. This south of town, on Thursday of
alkaline (non-acid) powder holds last week, a fine boy baby.
false teeth more firmly and more
comfortably. No gummy, gooey,
On 2.8 acres Edward Henning
pasty taste or feeling. Does not of Breckinridge county produced
sour. Checks "plate odor" (denttobacco which
ure breath). Get FASTEETH to- 4,568 pounds of
Phone 197
he sold for $2,500.
day at any drug store.'

but, turned under, even the few
In Hart county, greater efficiweeks until planting give some
ency was assured homemakers
opportunity for its breaking
when 89 pairs of scissors and 100
down. Safer to use is mixed
butcher knives were sharpened
at a club meeting.
manure, but when cow manure
Murray, Feb. 28—Registration
is used, there is almost no risk
of scab. Ploi,ving should be 10 for the spring quarter will be
held Monday, March 20, on the
inches.
Another humus source is rot- stage of the college auditorium,
ted straw or spoiled hay, not too according to Miss Alice Keys,
easy to get but still a possibility. executive secretary of Murray
Another is "woods dirt," leaf State College. Schedules for the
mold, scraped from under forest spring quarter will be released
trees. Perhaps, small potato next week.
Class work for the spring
patches could be so covered, but
quarter begins on Tuesday,
even a little would help.
Still another is the growth of March 21. The last day to registPhone 25
weeds and crabgrass that em- er for full load is Saturday,
Princeton. Ky.
barrassed even the best of gard- March 25, and the following
eners last fall. Rather than burn Monday is the last day to registthis off, it should be turned un- er for credit.
Courses are being offered in
der. True, its fiber is light, but
it is much better than nothing. agriculture, art, biology, chemisOf course, the weed seeds go try, commerce, dance, dramatics,
under, too, but they could have economics, education, English,
been destroyed only by burning French, geography, German, histhem off last fall. They have tory, home economics, hygiene,
air
fallen to the ground long since, journalism, library science, physWHEN YOU SHIP TO US
and most of them would escape ical education, mathematics, soCATTLE. CALVES
destruction, burning now. As ciology, music, physics, political
with manure and any of the science, Spanish and speech.
HOGS. SHEEP. LAMBS
other humus materials named,
weeds should be turned under
now, to lessen the risk of their
fiber giving trouble in cultivatEspecially in selling stock!
ing.
30 years of stock sailing
But "humus," of whatever naIs behind every sald we
ture, is the first requisite in raismake. That's why you
ing good potatoes.
get the best prices when
Members of a 4-H Club in
you ship to us.
Harlan county patriotically conserved by making mittens from
the tops of discarded wool socks.
COMPANY
AND
Sheep losses from dogs in
Clark county amounted to apsouesore STOCK YARDS
Losoist,lle,
Pko.JAcloorg 1831
proximately $1,480.
Dealers of tobacco seed in Bal-

Murray To Start
Term March 20

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young, Agt

TOP SERVICES

EXPERIENCE PAYS!

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

HANFORD BROTHERS

Fredonia, Ky.

Please
Remember
WIRE
HANGER

loune44`""
assaw

Make This Pledge!
"I'll take good ,care of the things I have," is a mighty good
pledge for all of us. With new farm implements hard to get—
with greater demands for food production placed upon your
shoulders, it's essential that you keep your old machines on the
job—in good condition for the work ahead.
To keep your John Deere equipment rolling along, give it a
thorough checkover before you need it. Replace old worn parts,
which are likely to cause untimely delays, with reliable genuine
John Deere repair parts—parts made to fit and wear like the
original parts they replace.
Don't delay--check your equipment thoroughly. Get your
equipment in first-class condition for the season to come by buying genuine repair parts from us NOW.
Also...
Magneto work on all type of magnetos. Our shop equipment consist of special tools for this work.
Mr. Claude Gray has been employed as our shop foreman
and we invite you to visit our shop.

CLAUDE ROBINSON
FEEDS, SEEDS,, FENCE, FERTILIZERS, JOHN DEERE
FARM MACHINERY
Kentucky
Princeton,

e

Still the greatest mother

LIVERY year you have given to the Red
Cross ..; willingly and with a free
heart. You helped us help millions of
people ;. when the floods struck.
when the earthquakes came ... when
famine devastated some far-off land. It
was your habit to give...
.the great proud
habit of thirty million American families
..proud that they could give... proud
of the great Red Cross, that made the
giving worthwhile.
But this year it is going to be different.
When you dig into your pockets and
purses it won't be just your"regular"contribution. For this year of global war the
need is greater than it's ever been before.

And this year it is your own boys the
Red Cross serves ... Eleven million of
them in every land from Sicily to Chungking ... on every ocean and in every sky.
This year, when you cannot be near
your sons, you will give generously and be glad that the
Red Cross—your Red CrossGIVE
—is still the greatest mother
in the world.
This year, when the need
is greater than ever before
RED
—this year you will want to

give mote;;.to give freely to your own
Red Cross ... to your own sons in the
service.
So give—for this is the year when giving ,
really hits home. Give for the boy who
longs to be with you—give to your Red
Cross which will reach him for you.
This time dig deep—deeper than ever
before. Dig deep and be glad
that you can.
THE
Yes, give generously and
be glad that Red Cross—your
Red Cross—is still the great-,
est mother in the world and
that wherever in the world
DSS
your boy is

The RED CROSS is at his side
trod Me RedGMis YOU

Kentucky Whip & Collar Co.
A. P. DAY, President

Thursday, March 2, i.
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This Week In OPA
Calling the black market in
gasoline one of OPA's "most
serious problems, because it is
sapping the strength of the whole
war effort," Price Administrator
Chester Bowles said in a recent
radio talk:
"The gasoline black market is
doing more than encourage
crime. It is actually robbing you
honest car owners of part of
your share of our limited supply.
You are being robbed of just
about 45 miles of driving every
month. But for this illegal drain
the value of your "A" coupons
might now be 25 percent larger.
Let me issue this solemn warning to every motorist on the
home front. If there is to be
any cutting done, it will have
to be your rations. The more
you allow the black markets to
drain gasoline away from your
supply, for the benefit of some
chiselers, the greater the possibility of lower gasoline rations
for all honest drivers."
An intensified campaign, nation-wide, is now being waged to
secure bsolute compliance with
the requirement that all gaSoline co pons be endorsed. Failure to have every coupon in a
ration book endorsed is a ground
for revoking rations.
Fruit and Vegetable Prices
With fresh fruits and vegetables under community ceiling
prices throughout the entire district now, shoppers may look
for posted community price lists
in every store. Every grocer in
the counties outside Jefferson,
Daviess, Henderson and McCracken is required to figure his
own ceilings each week and they
become effective Thursday, March
2, but in no case may his ceiling
prices exceed those on the corn-

munity price list.
Rationing By Mail
Approximately 90 percent of
all issuance of rations by the
74 boards of the Louisville district is now transacted by mail.
This saves consumers much time
and mileage since many would
have to travel several miles and
wait their turn if they must apply in person at board offices.
Also, it removes likelihood of
theft of ration evidence from
board offices, since boards can
set up in advance the quantity
of ration evidence required and
need not have surplus on hand
at close of day.
A postcard or telephone call
to your board office will bring a
copy of any application from
needed in securing rations.
Spring Clothing Prices
Retailers and wholesalers of
women's and children's outerwear garments will be required
to price these garments under
the spring selling season price
ceilings on and after March 1.
Starting on that date no retailer or wholesaler may deliver
any garment at a price higher
than the levels established last
November, or the highest price
for which they delivered such a
garment in March, 1942.
Tire Prospects
Louisville district's 74 tire
boards had a quota of 7,528
Grade I passenger car tires for
February. An additional 1,500
were secured to meet further
requests. Approximate applications total 1,800 more than that
number. The March quota, 8,172,
is only 644 larger than February's and therefore nOt expected
to "take up the slack" with an 1,800 carry-over of eligible applicants.
There will be fewer Grade 3

For Sale!
Nice Stone Residence on South Jefferson St., six
rooms; all modern conveniences-$6,200.
"This dwelling is built not to last for a day, but
for all times."

C. A. WOODALL
((Insurance and Real Estate)

Butler Will Give
Army-Navy Test
Students Interested
May Get Information
From H. J. Watson
The third Army-Navy College
Qualifying Test for the Army
Specialized Training Program
and the Navy College Program
V-12 which will be given
throughout the country Wednesday, March 15, at 9:00 a.m., will
be administered at the Butler
High school, H. J. Watson announced this week. A leaflet of
general information which contains an admission-identification
form may be obtained at Butler
High School. This form properly
filled out will admit to the test
students between the ages of 17
and 21 inclusive who are high
school graduates or who will be
graduated by July 1, 1944. Intent to take the test should be
made known immediately to
Mr. Watson in order that the
necessary test supplies may be
ordered.
The same examination will be
taken by both Army and Navy
candidates. The examination is
designed to test the aptitude and
general knowledge required for
the program of college training
tires for March, 7,458 as compared with 7,887 in the February allotment. Truck tire quota
for March is 3,885, an increase
of 310 over the February figure.
Worst situation of all is in
tractor tires. Allotted 160 tires
for March and subsequently
granted 20 additional from the
regional office, the boards have
exhausted their supplies and
have on hand already enough
applications to exhaust the
March quota of 140.

-A name
FOR GIRLS
to remember!
Discover its
2-way help*

CUM
'See Directions on the label

ate Tussle" Is a current bestseller, explained that his brother, James, is an ensign in the
(By Mrs. John Thompson)
Navy, stationed at Fort Schuy(By Associated Press)
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Boyd and
Huntington, W Va. - "The ler, N. Y.
family called on Mr. and Mrs. Stuarts are in the Navy 100 perMrs. Ethel French, Highland
Oscar Boyd and family Wednes- cent now," commented Author
Avenue, is visiting relatives in
day to see Harry Quinn. U. S. Jesse Stuart Monday after pass- Indianapolis, Ind.
Army, who was on furlough.
Mrs. Kelly Cantrell, who has
ing his pre-induction physical
J. 0. Oliver was in Princeton examination at the Huntington been in Evansville for several
Saturday.
induction station. He was assignMr. and Mrs. Guy Smith, John ed to the Navy.
Thompson, Walter Moss, Richard
Stuart, whose "Taps for PrivSmith, Fred Pugh, W. L Wood
ruff, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boyd, Masonic Meeting
OPTOMETRIST
Jowell Boyd and Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
IL Main SL
Willie Pugh were in Princeton hold a called meeting 7:30 Friday Phone MS

"Private Tussie" Joins
U. S. Navy Monday

Fairview News

••••••••111111.4

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

Saturday.
Mrs. J. 0. Oliver, Mrs. John
Thompson and son were the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. E.
Pugh recently.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Pull* called
on Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moss
one evening recently.
Clifton Ortt and Carrol Pugh
called on Mr. and Mrs. Pinky
Pugh Thursday.
Mrs. Jahn Thompson called
on Mrs. Walter Moss Saturday
afternoon.

evening, March 3rd to confer the
third degree. The ,work will be
conferred by Past Masters. Brothers take notice. Visiting brothers welcome. Lunch will be
served.
F. M. Franklin, Master
G. W. Towery, Sec'y.

and all qualified students are
urged to take the test. At the
time of the test each candidate
will be given a choice of service
preference, but taking the test
does not obligate the candidate
to enlist in the service.
The Army Specialized Training Program is aimed to meet
the Army's needs for specialists
and technicians in certain fields
of study. Academic work is at
the college level at government
expense.

Mrs. Burton Says She Felt
So Weak, Nervous And
Run Down She War Becoming Discouraged. Like Different Person Now.

VISIT

Ideal Barber Shop
Arnold Stallins, Prop.
R. C. Guess

months was a visitor here last
week.
Baker, New
Rev. Bailey
Braunfels, Texas, was called
here Tuesday on account of the
death of his father, L. L. Baker.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms el Distress Arbsing lawn

STOMACH ULCERS
'VETO EXCESS ACID

"Retonga proved just the medicine I needed, and I feel better
and stronger now than I have in
four years," declares Mrs. Miller
Burton, 526 Wells St., Madisonville, Ky., and wife of one of
the best known oil men in her
section. Mrs. Burton said she
would feel selfish not to tell
others suffering as she did about
Everybody reads The Leader! Retonga.
"I felt so nervous, weak, and
rundown that I hardly knew
which way to turn," she stated.
"I did not want to eat, and I was
normal
To the Holders of Elks Home, several pounds below
Incorporated, Princeton, Ken- weight. My nerves just seemed
tucky, Second Mortgage 5 per- o stay on edge and at night I
cent Bonds dated October 1,
1928, due October 1, 1948:
IT'S OUR JOB! . ..
Persuant to instructions of the
WAR
FUND
Home,
InTrustees of the Elks
By our gifts we are the Red Cross. We
corporated, the following second
now have our biggest job in caring for
mortgage bonds have been callthe needs of our boys in the service. So
ed for payment on April 1, 1944:
don't stint. GIVE GENEROUSLY NOW!
Nos. 113, 136, 123, 68, 115, 133,
78, 29, 122, 125, 111, 91, 92, 82,
83, 126, 67, 137, 86, 88, 49, 103,
37, 62, 60, 114, 42, 74, 79, 140, 44,
43, 138, 101, 63, and 150.

NOTICE!

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Former
Sam Koltin

GIVE MORE IN '44!

1944

The Red Cross has its biggest job
looking after the needs of our boys ov
there. ,Caldwell County has its bi,
quota. So, give! ... and GIVE Gs
OUSLY!

WAR FUND

OWN

LET'S GIVE

LET'S GIVE

First National Bank
Trustee.

Princeton, Ky.

:01;111til

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY
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Stuff's
This War ew to Me
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Ever
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...I've
Commando fourteen
Old! •
Off Since I Was
years

were Mr.
Quinn, Louis,
mi.Otlis Quinr
Mrs. Curtis
daughter, Doris
Harbor, Mich
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Mrs Hugh Quinn a
Dawson Springs;
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All

JEAN ROGE
Connie Gild',
Jells Quillen

Country Boy

on the
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'

SUNDAY & MONDAY

1944

Interest on the above numbered .bonds ceases on that date.
Please present for payment
promptly.

ri ereoar
naig:h
,frio
now by U.:

fights

FEELS FINER THAN IN
YEARS; TIMNKS RETONGA
could only sleep in short naps.
I had to take strong purgatives,
and this always left me weak
and 'trembly. I tried different
medicines and treatments until
I felt discouraged.
"Retonga proved a blessing to
me. I have a splendid appetite
several
regained
have
and
pounds. I sleep soundly end get
up feeling rested and refreshed.
The sluggish elimination is relieved, too. I feel more like my
old self than in years. Retonga
is grand."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient flow of digestive juices in
the stomach, and loss of appetite. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Daw-adv.
son's Drug Store.
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Just Look At These Swell Shorts! ...

An M-G-el Pere,

"SCREEN SNAPSHOTS"
featuring Fibber McGee and Molly

"HORSES AND HOR

SHEP FIELDS

Comes To Town

and his ORCHESTRA

A Sports Pan

IN THE NEWSREEL
Anzio Beachhead Supply Battle
Allies Halt Naples Epidemic

5,000 RAINCOATS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Vt"
Z;ree.o..c
era(
Richertl
AINLEY
Patrici• DANE
S•rn LEYENE
Thurstew HALL
L•rie HORNE
tH•z•I SCOTT
e.es
JIMMY DORSEY
and his Orchestra

And A Host Of Other Things
Paul Gilliam, of R. E. Gilliam Son's Co., announces another one of
those sales that make a dollar behave like a ten spot.
2,000 RAIN COATS WILL BE SOLD AT $7.00 EACH. In addition
a new type extra heavy double back coat will be sold at a slightly
higher price.

This Sale Will
Postivelj Close
Saturday March 4

Plus These Short Unit's! ...

Color Cartoon

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

Other items included in these sales will be such hard to get
items CIS• MESSKITS
• STEEL WATER DIPPERS
• STEEL SKILLETS

The Sensational Story of One
the Greatest Conspiraces in Hist

APPOINTMEN
IN BERM

Princ
"Fine
11.

)11111101.1111

Starring-

GEORGE SANDERS
Marguerite CHAPMAN
Gale Sondergaard
And To Make You ',aught! ...

"BROTHERS IN BLOOD" "GOODBYE MR. MOTH"
Don't Miss This!

$7.95

THE THREE STOOGES
in "Even As 1.0.U."

Pete Smith Novelty
"Seventh Column"

SATURDAY-OPEN AT 11:45 A. M.
NEXT THURSDAY & FRIDAY

50c
25c
30c

and-for the boy Commandos ----real
COMBAT HELMETS - - - 50c
Sale will open each morning
at 9:00 A.M. and Close at
6:00 P.M. A FREE coat will
be given to each of the first
10 people to enter the storeSATURDAY MORNING
MARCH 4th

of the exact kind worn by real soldiers. Every boy will
want one.

2nd FEATURE!... WESTERN THRILLS GALORE!

Coats will also be available these same days at Pat Davis' store in
Cerulean and Ruble's Grocery in Fredonia at the same prices!
Ask your neighbor - He got one last time.

WEST COURT SQUARE
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

The Old Wood Drug Store Locution

EXTRA!... EXTRA!... CHAPTER TWO

"DON WINSLOW of the COAST GUARD"
New adventure and thrills as the comic strip hero
comes to life on the screen!
CILOR

C A RTOON-"THE STORK'S HOLID AY"

*Mt
WILLIAM
SAXTON
11111.29MA
%UMW*

HARRY JAMES
end hie
MUSIC NUMMI

roe yot
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The Leader
Congratulates
Lieut. and Mrs. John Earl
Sims, on the birth of a daughter,
Sarah
Feb. 29. Mrs. Sims
is the former Sara Mohon,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Hyla
Mdlion, N. Jefferson street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Orman Travis,
Princeton, on the birth of a
son, March 1.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Thomas,
Princeton, on the birth of a son,
Edward Earl, February 22.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Edward
Duncan, Fredonia, Route 4, on
the birth of a daughter, Caroline Sue, Feb. 14.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Archie David
Scott, S. Seminary street, on the
birth of a daughter, Janice Faye,
Feb. 15.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Coomer,
Midway, on the birth of twin
sons. Rev. Coomer is former
pastor of the Methodist circuit
here, including Bethany and
Blue Springs Methodist churches.

Fredonia Ladies Aid
The Ladies Aid of the Cumberland‘ Presbyterian Church,
Fredonia, met with Mrs. T. A.
Bugg Thursday evening, Feb.
24. Present were Mesdames C.
W. Moore, M. S. Lowery, T. N.
Fuller, Ruble Akridge, Mable
Parris, Dave Perkins, Ray Blackburn, Euclid Quertermous, Cord
Henson, Keith Perkins, Dan
Bugg, L C. Foley, Raymond
Moore, Grant Lowery and T. A.
Bugg.
After the business meeting a
delicious luncheon was served
by the hostess.

with

JEAN ROGE
C•nni• Gilckritt
Johli Quahog
An 1*-0-A1 P10•0
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Dorothy Ann Davis
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Personals

Deaths-Funerals

Mrs. William H. Culbertson
recently left for Greenwood, Mississippi, after several weeks visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Chandler. Her husband is
in the Army, stationed at Green-

L. L. Baker

WOO

L. L. Baker, aged citizen of
Caldwell county, died at his
home on Franklin street Sunday,
Feb. 27, after an illness of pneumonia since Friday. He would
have been 90 years old in April.
A son of Bailey and Mary
Baker, he was born April 12,
1854, in the Lewistown section.
In 1881 he married Alice Ann
Carter,. to which union seven
children were born, a son L.
Bolivar, died in 1911. Surviving
children are Miss Ora Baker, of
the Homestead; Mrs. Elmo Hollowell, Florida; Mrs. Gertrude McChesney, Dawson Springs; Mrs.
Charles Jackson, Paducah; and
Mrs. Tolbert
Rucker, near
Princeton; a son, Rev. Bailey
Baker, who has been pastor of a
Gospel Tabernacle the last 13
years in New Braunfels, Texas.
Thirteen grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren also survive.
A farmer most of his life, Mr.
Baker taught in the rural schools
of Caldwell county several years,
and for 8 years served as Tax
commissioner. In early manhood
he united with the Lewistown
Christian Church, and after moving to Princeton, in 1934, transferred his membership to the
First Christian Church.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete. Burial will be in Jane
Nichols cemetery, near Lewistown Church.

Hospital News

Friendship News

Princeton Shoe Co.
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Churches. Clubs

rs. Frank Craig and Miss
smells Gordon spent last weekend in Louisville, where they
were the guests of Miss Ray
Jordan and Mrs. William Norris,
respectively.
Judge G. G. Harrelson and
ticks away on the
clock
Mrs. Harrelson arrived Thurse
rnanteltree,
day from Phoenix, Arizona and
gleams on the wall;
e firelight
points in California, where they
lap;
her
upon
rests
e garment
have visited the last several
fall;
eyelids
al sleep her
weeks.
dreams she fashions a thousMr. and Mrs. Milton Brown,
Mrs.
ways
J.
E.
Boone,
Fredonia,
and
Paducah, spent last week-end
returns.—
he
when
underwent
a
meeting
major
operation with relatives here and at Dawt
Tuesday and is improving.
en RIGHT has triumphed
son Springs.
• • •
MIGHT
over
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins has reFREEDOM
Mary Franc's Oliver, Eddyd the lamp of
turned from Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
ville, underwent a major operabarns.
where she visited her son, Pvt.
tion Monday.
—E. M.
Emory Dobbins, stationed at
• • •
Mr. Fred Greek continues to Baer Field, in the Army Air
mily Reunion
improve, following a major op- Corps.
Mrs. Marianna Wright, LouisA family reunion was held
eration two weeks ago.
Sunday, Feb. 27, at the
ville, is visiting her parents, Mr.
• • •
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Miss Madge Boiler, nurse, un- and Mrs. W. D. Dawson and
in honor of visiting rela- Lola Wind and Miss Frances derwent a tonsilectomy this family.
M
Bedford McChesney and
Richardson, South Harrison St. week, and continues to improve.
son, Don, returned from MemPresent were Mr. and Mrs.
after Quinn, Louisville; Mr.
phis Tuesday morning after a
three weeks' visit with relai Mrs. Ottis Quinn, Tuscon, Faculty To Be
tives.
no; Mrs. Curtis Christison Entertained Friday
Mrs. James Ratliff and little
daughter, Doris Faye, of
The Home Economics Depart- OGDEN MEMORIAL
Harbor, Mich.; Master ment, of Butler High School, un- METHODIST
son left today for Lexington
where they will make their
_Alt and Mrs. Harry B. der the direction of Miss Mary E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M., Sunday School, Har- home. Mr. Ratliff has been em•,n; Mr. and Mrs. John H. Magurean, instructor, will enterand H. E. Richey, of tain faculty members of Butler ry Long, Supt.
ployed there for several weeks.
11:00 AM., "Jesus And Our
Mrs. George W. Talley, FreMr. and Mrs. Joe Ellis, and Eastside schools with a tea
:sville; Mrs. Wm. Bridges, at Butler High School, Friday Best Selves." Dedicatory Com- donia, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Tal(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
-nland; and Mrs. J. W. Camp afternoon, March 3, at 2:30 munion service.
ley and son, N. H. Talley, Jr.,
Mrs. Mollie Nixon has returned
6:30 P.M., Youth Fellowship W. Main Street, spent last week- from a visit with her daughter,
m Carrsville.
o'clock.
service.
Barbara Clinard, leader. end with Dr. and Mrs. J. N. Mrs. Olus Wood, in Scottsburg.
Afternoon visitors were Mr.
7:30 P.M. "Witnessing For Bailey and George Bailey, of
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, Calhoun,
Mrs. Hugh Quinn and daughJohn G. Glass is recovering
Dawson Springs; Mr. and is the guest of relatives here Christ."
Paducah.
from an attack of flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hollowell,
Mrs. this wee .
roy Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Traylor
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
of Florida, were called here and son, Jr., were visiting relaPastor, John N. Fox
this week on account of the tives here Sunday afternoor.
death of her father, L. L. Baker,
Jonathan McCormick, of Red
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
which occured here Sunday.
Boiling Springs, Tenn., recently
Thursday, March 2, 1944Mrs. Gid Shelby Pool left visited relatives here.
2:00 P.M., The Wood Circle
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Word, of
meets in the home of Mrs. C. Wednesday morning for MaxS. Collier. Mrs. Frank Linton is well Field. Alabama, where her Princeton, visited Mrs. W. M.
to be bring a message concern- husband, Lieut. Pool is station- Cartwright Sunday.
ed in the Army Air Corps.
Luther Thomas, of Piney
ing "John The Baptist".
9:45 A.M., The Church School. J Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wood, Grove, was the guest of J. L.
10:45 A.M., The Morning Wor- Evansville, spent last week-end White and family last Sunday
ship. Message: "Looking on the with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. night.
.J. T. White and Lowell Hale
Inside". The Session meets after Wright Stallins and other relatives here.
were in Dawson Springs last
this service.
Mrs. Berdie Moore and Mrs. Saturday.
6:30 P.M., The Pioneers meet
Dixie Vivian visited Mr. and
Wade Haile, of Sunflower,
in the Annex.
7:30 P.M., The Evening Service. Mrs. Willard Moore, in Paducah Miss., and Basil Haile and family, of Princeton, were guests of
This .is to be a special fellow- Sunday.
Sergeant and Mrs. Abner De- their parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
ship when we shall have as our
guests the Cubs of Princeton, and ment spent last week-end with B. Haile last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hale and
their leaders. To them will be Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stephens
presented a Charter and individ- and family. Sgt. Dement is Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
ual membership certificates. All stationed at an Army camp in were in Hopkinsville Saturday.
Mississippi and Mrs. Dement is
Miss Lucille Adams, who has
are invited to come.
employed in Mayfield. She is been employed in Princeton for
Monday, March 6, 1944the last year, was here visiting
10:00 A.M., The Ladies Aid the former Charlotte Adams.
Mrs. Jimmie Coleman and son, her parents last week-end.
Society meets in the Annex.
Johnny, will leave Friday for
AS FEATURED IN
Mrs. Jessie Johnson, of HopWednesday, March 8, 1944LEADING FASHION
7:15 P.M., Prayer and Study their home in Louisville, after kinsville, has been spending a
MAGAZINES
a visit with relatives here. Cap- few days with her grandmother.
Fellowship.
tain Coleman is stationed at Mrs. Mollie Nixon.
rehearses.
Choir
The
8:15
P.M.,
The HEEL-MARK
Garland Robinson and Jack
Sunday, March 12th, is the Bowman Field.
fells you at a glance...
Wade Haile, Drew, Mississippi, Andrews delivered tobacco to
day for our Everyrnember Canshe walks in PARADISE1
was the guest of relatives in the the Hopkinsville market last
vas.
county, last week-end.
Monday.
Mrs. Neel Sisk left Monday
Mrs. Chas. Jones, of Detroit,
Sold Exclusively By
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
for her home in New Jersey af- has been visiting her parents,
Charles P. Brooks, Minister
ter a visit with her mother, Mr. and Mrs. Major Ladd.
Bible School, 9:45.
Morning worship, 11:00.
Mrs. W. C. Waggener.
Mrs. Ellie Dunning spent a
Evening worship, 7:00.
Midweek service, 7:00.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
Choir rehearsal Wedensday
night 7:45.

At The Churches

Maisie
gives her
ALL on the
Assembly Li*

Phone 50

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

Society. Personals

Rationing At
A Glance
Processed Foods—Green stamps
K, L, and M in Book 4 good
through March 20. Blue stamps
A8, B8, C8, D8 and E8 in Book
4 good for 10 points each Febru-

ary 27 through May 20.
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats,
Canned Fish, Canned Milk —
Brown stamps V, W, and X in
Book 3 expire Feb. 26. Y and Z
expire March 20. Brown stamps
V, W, and X in Book 3 expired
Feb. 26. Y and Z expire March
20. Red stamps A8, B8 and C8
in Book 4 good for 10 points each
February 27 through May 20.
Sugar: Sugar stamp No. 30 in

few days last week with her
sister, Mrs. T. A. Davis and
family.
Miss Annie Katharine Morris
was guest of Misses Joyce and
Barbara Traylor last Sunday
night.
Misses Marie and Mary Lou
White were guests of Mrs.
Lowell Haile a while Wednesday night.
Shellie Wyatt and family of
the Dripping Springs community, have moved to the Norman
Teasley place.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Teasley
having recently sold their farm
to Shellie Wyatt and have purchased the O'hara farm near
Cedar Bluff and moved there
last week.
Misses Mary Lou White and
Barbara Traylor visited friends
near Scottsburg Sunday.
Misses Bettie Lou French,
Katharine French and Anna
Katharine Morris, all of Scottsburg, were visiting in this vicinity Sunday afternoon.
*

A Shipment Of

MUNSINGWEAR
JUST ARRIVED
Panties, Pajamas,
Briefs, Anklets and
Balriggan Gowns ...

These beautiful things to

*

wear . .. They're the sort

Want to- learn
a skill?
Would you like to be a
radio operator, a skilled stenographer, an airplane mechanic, an expert driver?
In the Women's Army
Corps you have a chance to
get valuable Army training
—training that may pave the
way to bigger pay, better
jobs after the war.
Today find out about all
the WAC offers you—the interesting jobs, the chance to
meet new people and see
new places, and to help your
country.
Apply at any U. S. Army
Recruiting Station. Or write:
The Adjutant General, 4415
Munitions Bldg., Washington 25, D. C.
(Women in essential war industry inust have release
from their employer or the
U. S. Employment Service.)

Book 4 good for 5 pounds
through March 31. Sugar stamp
40 in Book 4 now valid for 5
pounds canning sugar through
February 28, 1945. (Will be deducted from amount allotted for
1944 canning season.)
Shoes: Stamp 18 in Book 1
and No. 1 airplane stamp in
Book 3 good for one pair each
until further notice.

of strictly feminine things
that every woman loves . .
that makes each proud pose
sessor a queen of loveliness
—enhancing her grace and
her taste for beauty.

See these new arrivals
today, and make your selection

while

stocks

complete.

The Lillie Murphy F. Store

OPA Release Of Obsolete
Ladies Shoes

Women's Leather

SHOES

RS
•MAN

In Hopkinsville

eGES

It's

Formerly Rationed

WICARSON

and sold up to *3.95 a pair

ty

are

DAY
For

r747s
Affhil

Costume
Jewelry

$100
a Fair

1944
Released as
WAR FUND
Ration Free
Undar the
Obsolete Shoe 1
.
11
Amemdment LET'S GIVE

Mostly Sizes 3/
1
2 - 5 - 5''2-8-9. Some few other sizes
1
2 - 4-4/
A downright blessiFig for dry skin
because these beauty aids soothe.
smooth, soften. It's the lanolin that
does it...rich. lubricating lanolin
that's present in abundant quaAtities Use Botany lanolin a short time
_you'll "fool the Difference."

MEN

GOLDN AMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

New Spring Line complete. Earscrews
with metal backs, Rhinestones, gold,
410
'sterling burnt silver and multicolor sets.

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your$Have More Cents"

•
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You have given your sons. You have done tfie
extra work...donated your blood and bought your
bonds.
he may be, his country has
provided him with the best guns, the
best uniforms, the best food that skill
and money can produce.
But there are some things that cannot be handed
out by Government Issue.
And these are the things he misses most ... his
Dad's friendly counsel, his mother's homey touch.
These are the things he needs ... the things he gets
through the Red Cross,your Red Cross... his home
away from home.
They seem like little things in print...coffee and
doughnuts after a long march •... a bed with real

W

HEREVER

sheets when he is on furlough ... real American
cigarettes and chocolate bars ... and men and
women stationed everywhere, at every tiny out,
post... to bring him comforts, service and companionship.
Little things?—Perhaps.
But these are the "little" things that
count—the things that help your boy
to do his man-sized job. These are the
things that prove to him — when the
going is toughest — that his people
haven't forgotten him.
For the Red Cross is at his side.

RE C

Yes, and you have helped the Red Cross before.
Giving to the Red Cross has always been a great
proud habit of thirty million American families...'
proud that they could give ... proud of the Red
Cross that made the giving worthwhile.
But this year, when the need is
greater than ever, when we serve
more than eleven million American
boys all over the whole world — this
year you will want to give more...to
give freely to your own Red Cross...
to your own sons in the service.
This year dig deep and be glad.
For wherever he is

Comfort
Conveniei
Complete
And, of
careful
during y
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This Advertisement Sponsored By:
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lamervalien
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would blasar

Claude Robinson

Kentucky Rendering Works

(JOHN DEERE IMPLEMENTS)

John Ed Young, Ins. Agency
Service Insurance Agency
Claude P'Pool

Cornick Oil Co.
Western Ky. Gas Co., Inc.
Princeton Federal Savings
& Loan Association

The Lillie F. Murphy Store
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
Princeton Steam Laundry
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desired big
That printed fabrics can be labor to produce the
1944.
of
crops
connew
a
successfully dyed is
A leaflet of the Kentucky Colservation trick practiced by
lege of Agriculture and Home
Everybody reads The Leader!
Madison county homemakers.
Economics dealing with chickens
Farmers ic. Eourben county are
and eggs for home use says:
said to be short of the needed
"Start chicks in March or early
April. Buy them from a reliable
hatchery close to home. It is
best to brood early chicks in a
brooder. The homemade lamp or
lantern brooder is excellent for
75 or fewer chicks. It Is easy to
Creomulston relieves promptly bebuild and operates at low .cost. cause it goes right to the seat of the
to help loosen and expel
if
be
used
may
trouble
A brick brooder
laden phlegm, and aid nature
a house 10 by 12 feet is avail- germ
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous memable."
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the unFarmers in Livingston county derstanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
are taking advantage of the to
have your money back.
tracttheir
have
to
slack season
maother
ors overhauled and
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
chinery repaired.

Start Chicks Soon

REESE VISITS HOME—Chief Petty Officer "Peewee"
•, former Louisville Colonels' and Brooklyn shortstop, holds
while his wife looks on.
five-months old daughter Barbara
Va., Reese will leave his Louisme on furlough from Norfolk,
die, Ky.. home early in March to report to San Francisco. (AP
irephoto).

'KIERAN NEEDS MOTHER'S HELP—Capt. Donald F. De Camp
right), decorated Eighth army air force veteran of 25 bombing
him
issions, is only 20 and had to takejlis mother along with
Ia., to
hen he applied for a marriage license in Des Moines,
—AP Telemat
tarry Betty Smith (left).
of potatoes, grew enough dried
ood Garden Blots
peas and beans for winter use,
t Ration Points
and then raised 250 chickens. A
With 700 quarts of home can- member of the Farmington
fruits and vegetables on Homemakers' Club, Mrs. Colley
d which she put up last sumleader as well as
er, Mrs. Robert Colley, Graves is a project
chairman of 4-H clubs.
unty, has found it necessary county
won first place in
spend ration points except She recently
r home imtwo cans of pineapple. In a statewide newspape
contest.
t
provemen
summer,
last
garden
r Victory
e grew 22 kinds of vegetables,
The Leader!
lped plant and dig 30 bushels Everybody reads

That food production plans
should be started without delay
is the urgent recommendation of
the State College of Agriculture
and Home Economics to the
people of Kentucky. With more
than 25 percent of the food produced in 1944 going to military
forces and Allied Nations, it is
important that every farm funnily
produce its entire food supply if
possible. Town and city folks,
too, should increase the size of
their gardens.
Planning for a succession of
crops, say garden specialists, will
assure a veriety of vegetables
for family tables. From early
gardens should come vegetables
for canning. They are of better
quality, there are fewer insects
and weeds to fight, there is less
danger from drought, and the
hardest work is done before midSHANGRI-LA IS LAUNCHED—America's newest aircraft car- summer. Late gardens will prodown
slides
rier, the 27,500 ton Shangri-La, in her gray war paint,
vide storage crops.
the ways at Portsmouth, Va., after being christened by Mrs.
Now is the time to check supJames Doolittle. (AP Wirephoto).
plies and equipment needed for
both conservation and production
of food. Waiting until fertilizer,
seed, garden tools, fruit jars, rubbers, lids and pressure cooker
are needed may be too late.
To assist in carry on the biggest food production program
ever undertaken in the State,
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics has issued special leaflets which may be had at
the offices of agricultural or
home agents, or from the college. These include: l'Grow Your
Own Food," "Your Vegetables
Garden," "More Milk from the
Family Cow," "Chickens and
Eggs for Home Use," "Grow
Fruita and Berries for Home
Use," "Can Fruits and Vegetables," "Sprays for the Home
Fruit Garden," and "How to
Raise Rabbits."

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

CREOMULSION

RED CROSS
WAR FUND

o, Bracie
Have a Coca-Cola = Hall
(HELLO, BROTHER)

...a way to say"Pardner"to a visiting Pole
When a Polish flyer says Hallo, Bracie, he greets you as a brother.
The American means the same thing when he says Have a "Coke",
whether he offers it away from home or from his icebox at home.
Around the world, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes,—
the global high-sign ohhe kind-beamed.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA•COLA COMPANY IT

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO

Ws natural for popular names
to acquire friendly abbreviation& Thin's why you hear
called "Coke",

Subscribe to The Leader
KEEPING UP MORALE—Red Cross Gray Lady,, Mrs.heLeslie
conas
Pouch cheers Pvt. Paul Davignon, of Forbing, La., N.
Y.
valesces at Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island,

Leaflets Explain
Use Of Fertilizer
Boosting crop yields by applying fertilizers is explained in
two new leaflets issued by the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. Their names are "How
to Buy and Use Fertilizers" and
"Fertilizing Burley Tobacco."
Copies may be had free by call-

ing at the office of a county farm
agent or by writing to the college at Lexington.
Stra xberry growers in Jefferson county plan to increase
their acreage by 25 percent this
year.
Good results are reported of
the first Thorne wheat to be
planted in Edmonson county.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
locatLouisville's newest and most centrally
ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis. .. Prices will conform to your
isine of rimosierete charges for worries
rensiereaL

you can
•With the money you save using Kern.Tone
Wall
buy more War Bonds and Stamps! This Miracle
most
covers
coat
One
...
use
to
little
so
Finish coots
s, painted walls and ceilings, wallboard, base-

wallp•p•t

slant walls ...Dries in ona hour ... Has no "painty"
odor...'Mahe' easily.

ROLL IT ON WITH A
0/Xlif ROU[R-KOATER
#
This clover, new 890
painting tool costs
only

WantedS

tore
ency
dry

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULE
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP

to
Your dead stock is needed for grease
make explosives.
Axis.
We render grease to help defeat the
charge.
of
free
We remove promptly and
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

he modern
'D3cI, sill finah

REEI
YOURS TO BORROW—F

sHenwimmiLLIAras

PAINT AND COLOR
STYLI OUIDIE
bed.
Ses scores of houses, living rooms,
rooms, bathrooms, kitchens, playrooms—
hy.
photograc
color
all in beautiful

Eldred Hardware Co.
Phone 321

-SHERWIN•WILUAMS PAINTS

What Will Bring Industries To Kentucky?
NE newspaper in Kentucky
would have you believe all
that is necessary to get industries to come to Kentucky is to
have TVA power. IF ELECTRICITY WERE FREE TO INDUSTRIES, THIS ALONE
WOULD NOT CAUSE THEM
TO SELECT KENTUCKY IN
PREFERENCE TO SOME
OTHER STATE.
Why is this statement true?
Because the cost of electricity is one
of the minor costs in manufacturing
most products. A report by the
United States Bureau of Census
shows that the cost of electricity in
the average manufactured article is

O

less than one cent for every dollar's
worth of goods produced.
Here are the Bureau's figures
showing each item of cost for every
$100 of value of the average manufactured product:
Materials and
$53.40
Containers
22.60
Wages and salaries
Taxes, overhead expense
20.64
and profit
1.50
Fuel
Commission and
1.04
contract work
.82
Electric power
From this you can see that the
other items of cost far outweigh the

cost of electricity, and that a slight
reduction in these would more than
offset the entire power expense.
2% on
For instance, a saving of 11/
the cost of materials and containers
would pay for the electric power
used.
Electric rates of business managed
tax paying utilities are not keeping
industries out of Kentucky.
Our largest industrial areas—
Detroit, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Louisville, Akron,
Cleveland, Buffalo, etc.--are served
by business managed, fax paying
utilities—not by subsidized government patver.

Kentucky Cannot Afford To Lose Its Tax Paying Electric Power Industry

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
laserporated

A Tax Paying Utility Under Federal and State Regulation

Page Eight
Supreme Court Upholds
Forgotten Deposits Law

IN UNIFORM
t
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Corporal Malcolm Blackburn,
stationed in San Francisco, Calif.,
is spending a furlough with his
Mrs. Ray
parents, Mr. and
Blackburn, of Fredonia.
* *
Word has been received by
relatives in Fredonia, that Pfc
Kermit Lowery is wounded and
is in a hospital somewhere in
Italy.
* * *
First Lieutenant Billy McChesney is stationed somewhere
in New Guinea. Lieut. McChesney is the brother of Bedford
McChesney and nephew of Mrs.
Charles Curry, both of Princeton.
* * *
Corporal Bernard Orange, son
of M. L. Orange, is in the U. S.
Marine Corps, stationed at Santa
Barbara, California.
* * *
Aviation Cadet Bill Granstaff,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, has been transferred to

They're Here .

Oklahoma City, Okla., for further instruction. He is in the
Army Air Corps, and for the
last several months has been
stationed at San Antonio, Texas.
• *
Pfc. Milton Brown, Jr.; U.S.
Army, is stationed somewhere
In Italy. He is in an army hospital there, where he is undergoing treatment for a foot ailment. Pfc. Brown, whose home
is in Paducah, is the some of
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brown,
former residents here.
* a *
The War Department recently
of
announced the promotion
Farley Butler, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Butler, West Main
street, from rank of second lieutenant to that of first lieutenant.
Lieut. Butler formerly resided
with his parents here.
* * *
Lieut. Gresham Pettit, Mrs.
Pettit and little daughter, Susan
Gayle are visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Pettit. Lieut.
Pettit, recently commissioned in
the Army Air Corps, has been
stationed at Ft. Myers, Florida,
and is being transferred to Salt
Lake City, Utah. His family will
accompany him.
* * *
Glenn J. Rowland, 35, son of
Mrs. Lula Rowland, Fredonia,
was recognized as now eligible to
qualify for the petty officer
machinest's
rate of aviation
mate, third class, in recent graduation ceremonies at the Naval
Aviation Training School, located at the Naval Technical Training Center, Navy Pier, Chicago,
Ill. He was sent to the specialty
school on the basis of his recruit
training test scores which indicated aeronautical ability.
* * *
Pfc. Joseph Edward Neel, son
of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Neel and

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort.— Unclaimed bank
deposits, bonds, dividends and
abandoned
presumably
other
property passes into custody of
the state of Kentucky under the
United States Supreme Court's
ruling Monday.
Included in the last of property covered by the 1940 legislative act, which the nation's
highest court unanimously upheld, are even such comparatively small items as deposits made
by consumers to insure payment
of public utility bills.
husband of Mrs. Mae Ross Neel,
of Morganfield, has arrived overseas, according to word received
recently. Pfc. Neel and Mrs.
Neel are former residents of
Princeton, where he was an insurance agent.
* * *
Pfc. Jimmy Pool, stationed at
Miami Beach, Florida, in the
Army Air Corps, is on furlough,
visiting relatives here.
• • •
Word has been received from
Elbert Sharber, S-lc, U.S.N., that
three Christmas
he received
packages and 20 letters, Feb. 8,
one of them containing a carton
of cigarettes from the Rotary
Club. S-lc Sharber is a son of
Mrs. Lena Johnson, Donivan St.,
and has been overseas 18 months.
• • •
A-C Evans Groom, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Groom, Dayton, Ohio, has been transferred
to Garden City, Kansas, where
he is in flight schooL
• • •
Captain and Mrs. J. E. Mann,
Washington, D. C., spent last
week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Carter, West
Market street. They left Tuesday for Decatur, Ill., where they
are visiting his parents. Captain
Mann is to report for overseas
duty soon and Mrs. Mann and
little son, Carter, will reside with
her parents here.
• • •
Pfc. Maurice Myers, Crider, is

Fredonia News

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Rev. A. D. Smith filled his ap.pointment at the C. P. Church
Sunday.
Miss Eva Blackburn was a
Sunday dinner guest of Miss
Gladys Ruth Moore.
Mr. Claud Wilson, of Princeton, visited his brother, C. A.
Wilson, and Mrs. Wilson, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Howard
Eldridge and little daughter, of
Princeton, visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge Sunday.
Mrs. James Tabor and little
son, Donnie, were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Moore and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Wigginton had as their dinner guest
Sunday, Rev. A. D. Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr. and Mrs.
Desiree Fair.
Several students in the FreGerman
have
school
donia
measles.
Mrs. Josh Pruett, of Central
City; visited her brother, Mr.
A. J. Eldridge and Mrs. Eldridge a few days recently.
stationed at Ft. Benning, Ga.,
where he is the Parachute Infantry Regiment.
• • •
Joe Kircheval, U. S. Navy, is
visiting his parents, Mr. and
C. Kircheval here this
Mrs.
w
• • •
Donald Granstaff reported to
Wabash College, Crawfordsville,
Indiana, Wednesday for basic
training in the Naval Air Corps.
He is a former student at M.S.T.C., Murray.
• • •
Edward Walker, U. S. Marine
Corps, has been given a medical
discharge, and has returned
home. He is a son of Leo WalkPrinceton.

v

Vacation Church
School Offered
Interdenominational Institute Will Be Held
At Owensboro
Persons in Western Kentucky
desiring special training in vacation church school work in
weekday religious education are
invited to attend the fourth annual interdenominational trainto
is
which
institute
ing
be held March 13, 14, 15, in the
First Christian Church, Owensboro. Sponsored by State denominational leaders of Christian
education and the Kentucky
Sunday School Association, the
institute is made possible in
Owensboro by the hearty cooperation of the Owensboro
Ministerial Association and the
churches of Owensboro.
There will be no registration
fee. Out-of-town delegates will
be entertained in the homes of
Christian friends, bed and breakfast being furnished. Requests
for entertainment must be in
by March 10, and should be sent
to Rev. R. L. Alexander, First
and
Church, 7th
Christian
Daviess streets, Owensboro.
The program will include devotional periods and special addresses on Weekday and Vacation Church Schools but the
major portion of the time will
be devoted to training Vacation
Church School leaders for the
various age groups, Beginners,
Primary, Junior, Intermediate.
be
will
Recommended tests
taught by outstanding State and
National denominational leaders.

Saturday afternoon. They, under
direction of Supt. E. F. Blackburn and with the aid of their
pupils, will conduct the canrural
vass in all the county's
communities.
Committees and workers announced by Chairman Simmons
Young,
are: Advisory, John Ed
Graham,
Mr. Frank Wood, J. F.
Mrs.
Mrs. Alan G. Hubbard,
Frank Wood; Industries, Carl
Sparks, Sam Koltinsky; Corporations, R. S. Gregory, Hyla Mohon, W. W. Demoss, R. H. Dalzell, Ezra Franklin; Illinois Central Railroad, R. A. Willard, C.
S. Collier, Leonard Groom, Robert Coleman, L. L. Patmor.
Business district, Merle Drain,
N. B. Cameron, Charles J.
White, Saul. Pogrotsky, Jewel
Creasey; Residential District,
Mrs. Will Loftus, Mrs. J. R.
Kevil, Mrs. R. S. Gregory, Mrs.
Frank Wylie, Mrs. A. G. Butler,
Mrs. T. B. McConnell, Mrs. Leo
Linton, Mrs. Tom Buttermore.
Men's organization, Grayson
Harrelson, chairman; Billy
Gresham, Elk's Club; Gordon

MARCH ALLOTMENT
of

Humming Bird

HOSIERY
SHEER and BEAUTIFUL

TUNICS 'G' HYBRIDS
'are "ability -bred.,
Standability.-- yield

$1.08

ability and feecliTtbility)
crre all in the bag thati

1944

[carries the Funk _'G)

WAR FUND

It Will Pay You To Plait
IThe Best of The Seed)
From The Birthplace of,
Commercial Hybrids-

Marshall Eldred, Louisville,
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dique Eldred and other relatives here Tuesday and WednesKathryn Kevil, president; Thursday.
day, March 9, Modern Priscilla,
president;
CONSTRUCTION Mrs. J. D. Stephens,
Friday, March 10. Woman's Club,
BUY GOOD CHICKS: Give them
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, president;
WORKERS
a good start with Sunflower
Saturday, March 11, American
18 percent Life Cycle ManaLegion Auxiliary, Mrs. Harry
WANTED
mar Mash. A single feed for
Blades, Jr., president; Monday,
starting, growing and laying.
March 13, Homemakers' Club,
Sold by Watson Feed Co. 35tf
BY TVA FOR
Miss Nancy Scrugham.
Women Who will solicit in the
FOR SALE: Two boars, 6 months
KENTUCKY DAM
residential section, Mrs. Charles
old. Orion Cherry King proull
AND
McLin, Mrs. E. L. Scarberry,
wave ace breeding. Price $50.
FONTANA DAM
Mrs. Mary Kelly, Mrs. Roy RowJ. I. Lester, Star Route, Princeland, Mrs. Otho Towery, Mrs.
35-2tp
ton, Ky.
Robert Jacobs, Mrs. Fred PickUNSKILLED AND
MONUMENTS: Call or write
ering, Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, Mrs.
SEMISKILLED
Company,
Monument
Calloway
E. B. Chandler, Mrs. Louise
JOBS OPEN
Box 183, for estimates, Murray,
Whitener, Mrs. Jim Walker,
35-5tp
Ky.
Miss Lorene Fraley.
•Experience not required
Chairman Simmons addressed
FOR SALE: Good parlor stove. •48 hour minimum workweek
teachers of the county schools
Priced $55. See George Stev•Tim and a half over 40 hours at a meeting in the courthouse
ens at Stevens Chevrolet Co.
2tp •Room and board at low cost
•Transportation paid
WE'VE HAD MANY nice answers to our "letters to serviceApply at the
men". Do we have your serviceman's (or woman's) address? If not please mail or
UNITED STATES
bring it to us, so we can add
this name to our list of over EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
700 names. Keach Furniture
War Manpower
5-35
Co., Hopkinsville, Ky.

Workers Launch

LET'S GIVE

'
HYBtilDS

Exclusive At

Princeton Shoe Co.

Claude Robinson
PRINCETON, KY.

Commission

BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
718 West Jefferson. Louisville,
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
10(36)p

Hopl.insville, Kentucky
203 East Ninth Street

FOR
SALE

Thursday, March 9

THESE ARE WAR JOBS
Persons in other war work
should not apply

WHO
WANTS TO BUY
A PIG-IN-A-POKE?

1938 DODGE 4 door, trunk,
sedan, Mohair upholstery; 5 extra good tires. This car is the
cleanest car in town—Must See
Will Trade.

SD FIRST
WARD
UNIT
COMM
FsT

If you could leave your farm to the family

"FREE AND CLEAR"
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Ill

it would be s mighty fine thing. Have you a 1,
it?

ircuit Cou

*

Who Pos
ou.th:
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MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
Princeton, hy
Phone 81
111 W. Market St.
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th
When colds strike in your home '
you can be mighty glad the
medicine you want has a name.
It would be like buying a pig-ina-poke, if you didn't know just
what to ask for at the drug
Pt
atore. You don't want to take
needless chances when it comes
to colds . . . and you don't have
to either! For example . . . The
Now ... more than ever, wise par.
name Vicics VapoRub is your
ents will demand brands of known
guide to the best-known home
remedy for relieving miseries of
quality. RED GOOSE SHOES are
Mrs. I. D. Worrell and Elizacolds. Ask for it by its tradewell known for their "EXTRA
the
spend
beth Worrell will
marks.
VALUE" features ... longer weir.
week-end in Louisvgle with Mr.
VICKS VAPORUB
Be sure you obtain the utmost from
and Mrs. James Salato.
each ration coupon by purchasing
RED GOOSE SHOES.'Wye and
girls everwhere nay ... "They're
WITH
Half the Fun of Having Feet."
(Continued from Page One)

CLASSIFIED ADS

Our

City Schools, Tony Horn.
Lisanby, Rotary Club; Thos. McFrank Craig, Miss Elouise I
Walter
Club;
Kiwanis
Connell,
E. R. Hampton;
Towery, Masons; John Mahan,
Schools; Edward F. Biel',
BuFarm
Lamb,
Edwin
Forum;
Fredonia, Seth Wiggint,,,
reau; Dr. F. T. Linton, Legion.

0
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MORE PORK

'4
00/,
•
.#
/42

$39

MNAMAII

SEA

PROTISPA MINERAIS.
VRAIVINC CAN DOGGIE
roue Pow PROMS .4

$2.98

If you are peering lioas on grain
Abele, you cm DOUBLE the
,
SALABLE PORE yri=or
cu Laix: by
r,

Ting

If you. present feed does not COOtarn hianAnnar. it MU pay you to
meanie• Pea minima Pen Tem
See "what• whale of• difference
IldanArnair makes."

$35

SATISFACTION EISANANTEEO
"Satisfaction or yoto mosey
back" la our guarantee if you
make •Pm &garnet Pea Test of
as approved ManArnar Feed

'WAIF Mt FUN
•I HAVING FEET'

abortrour
.g.
r "r'''
youll
"
an Amm
. A.k
Weig
Feedr7.
Impart Dealer Nam.
and Addeo*. Here

Every pair fitted the correct
By X-Ray

PEN AGAINST PEN
MANAMAR WINS

way—

SHOES

Manufactured By The

Hopkinsville Milling Co.

J

Figs

Figs

Hewlett Ladd
of the pet
Wallace Marti
ell, Albert

Figs

5„

Extra fine California Dried Fancy Figs, nutritious and very health, de'
licious and easy to prepare. No points required. Extra special price as long

as

they last ... lb. 25c

21(t Marmalade ":70`unii= .2b. 25c
15f Tomatoes
lb. 23( loose Rice
1
251(
or
20 oz.
Lima Beans "egir'este:r's:::ec 15‘ Pancake Flour
Cut Beets
10( Peanut Butter
Rice .Kris'pies 'Ill's. 25( Coffee
33(

Cakes
Ginger Snaps
Cakes

Polar Frost

AMMONIUM NITRATE—The cheapest Nitrogen
ever sold in Kentucky-321
2% Nitrogen.
/
Put it on wheat, barley, rye and oats, NOW,
for big increases in yields.
Top dress pastures for more and quicker grazing.
Apply under corn for larger corn yields.
Place your order now for early March delivery
—endorsed and recommended by all Federal
and State Agricultural Agencies.
For Sale By—

RATLIFF HARDWARE CO.
PRINCETON

FREDONIA

IllEited Main St.

-reared.

•

r

A complete line of the most modern
furniture, rugs, wallpaper and paints will be
carried at all times. You are cordially invited to come and see us. Your business will
be appreciated and we will do our utmost
to please you:

T. R. AKRIDGE

Rt. '1 — PRINCETON

MULES

packed

25 Head Young Work MULES—
Many matched pairs. Most all
mare mules. Priced to sell—Will
Trade.

_

SALAD DRESSING

Southern Lady

1941 GMC TRUCK
Stock rack, tandoms. Practically
all new rubber; completely overhauled by Stokes Bros. Garage,
Hopkinsville, recently . .. Priced
to go—Will Trade.

MARES
10 good Helen mares. Sorrels
with white manes and tails. Grey
and bays, broke—Will Trade.
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,L C. Son, Ti
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Shell, Wayatt,

No. 2 can lOt

extra fancy

lb.

largequart jar

lb. )ni

Jackson's

Jar •)7

No. 2 can

drip or regular

lb.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
LETTUCE
crisp solid heads

WINE SAP APPLES
Red and juicy

GREEN BEANS
tender stringless

eachlIf
1b.8(
lb. 29(

POTATOES Cobblers or
Idaho bakers

GRAPEFRUIT
jumbo 54 eke-

each 8ic

SQUASH
baby yellow

SWEET POTATOES, Porta
Rica or Nancy Halls

Uel

I

Morse

Bitterest, hand

ceiophane pkg.

Old Judge

I wish to announce to the people of
Princeton and surrounding territory that I
have purchased the W. W. Whitis furniture
store and will continue the operation of
same under the name of "Smith's Furniture
Store."

Smith's Furniture
Store

MITCHELL BROS.
lt

To The
Public....

Teasley, W. a

lb.

Marshmallow Waves

CHEAP NITROGEN
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Princeton Shoe Co.

Sold By

Watson Feed Store

Holland was hp
of a charge of pj
for purposes 401
Hickerson,
petit larceny in tl
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Eison, got onj

1
RED

Goost

Sold Exclusively By
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GREENS, turnip, kale,
mustard ot spinach
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B. H. McChesney
Princeton, Ky.
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